During on-line language production, speakers rapidly select a sequence of words to express their desired meaning. The current study examines whether this lexical selection is also dependent on the existing activation of surface properties of the words. Such surface properties clearly matter in various forms of wordplay, including poetry and musical lyrics. The experiments in this article explore whether language processing more generally is sensitive to these properties. Two experiments examined the interaction between phonological and semantic features for written and verbal productions. In Experiment 1, participants were given printed sentences with a missing word, and were asked to generate reasonable completions. The completions reflected both the semantic and the surface features of the preceding context. In Experiment 2, listeners heard sentence contexts, and were asked to rapidly produce a word to complete the utterance. These spontaneous completions again incorporated surface features activated by the context. The results suggest that lexical access in naturalistic language processing is influenced by an interaction between the surface and semantic features of language.
Research on lexical access has been conducted along two generally separate paths. One body of work focuses on how a speaker selects a particular word to express a desired meaning. The second line of research examines how listeners map speech input onto appropriate lexical representations. These two research areas reflect the fact that the most basic purpose of language is to allow a speaker (or writer) to convey information to a listener (or reader). As such, the principal determinant of a language producer's choice of words will be the semantic features of the words that are available. There are, of course, some special circumstances in which the surface features (e.g., the phonology, orthography, or stress patterns) of possible words will also play a role in lexical selection. For example, a poet may require a word that fits the poem's meter or rhyme structure; a newspaper editor may need a catchy headline; an attorney may use a quick rhyming phrase to demonstrate cleverness. The central question of the current study is: Are such circumstances really special, or is it the case that language users are actually more routinely sensitive to the surface properties of words when they access lexical representations?
The mechanisms involved in lexical access have been extensively studied using priming techniques. These experiments have provided considerable support for the view that the mental lexicon is organized semantically; that is, activated lexical entries can facilitate the further activation of meaningfully related units (Meyer and Schvaneveldt, 1971) . Converging results from other methodologies, including naming (e.g., Bock, 1986; Seidenberg, Tanenhaus, Leiman, & Bienkowski, 1982) , picture identification (e.g., Peterson & Savoy, 1998; Schriefers, Meyer, & Levelt, 1990) , word identification (e.g., Jackson & Morton, 1984) , and false memory paradigms (e.g., Roediger & McDermott, 1999) all implicate meaning as a privileged feature of language, for the reason given above: The ultimate goal of language is to communicate meaningful information.
Although most research on lexical access has investigated the importance of semantic features, some researchers have begun to focus on the role that surface features of words may play in lexical access. To address these surface-based issues, researchers have used phonological priming in a manner analogous to semantic priming. Much of the work on spoken word recognition has considered how phonological overlap between primes and targets may facilitate or inhibit lexical access (Goldinger, Luce, Pisoni, & Marcario, 1992; Marslen-Wilson & Zwitserlood, 1989; Radeau, Morais, & Dewier, 1989; Slowiaczek & Pisoni, 1986) . The outcomes of such studies of phonological priming have been highly variable, with the results depending on the different methodologies, interstimulus intervals, presentation modalities, source languages, and stimulus lists used in the experiments (see Radeau, Morais, & Segui, 1995 , for a review). Slowiaczek and Hamburger (1992) have attempted to reconcile these findings by proposing that the degree of phonemic similarity between primes and targets can account for the differential effects (facilitation vs. inhibition) on lexical access. The existence of conflicting prelexical and lexical effects may also help to account for the findings in this literature (see Pitt & Samuel, 1995, and Vitevitch & Luce, 1998) .
Phonological priming effects for word final segments have been studied through the use of rhymes, with several studies supporting the view that rhymes can facilitate the recognition of words sharing final phonological features (Donnenwerth-Nolan, Tanenhaus, & Seidenberg, 1981; Hillinger, 1980; Hudson & Tanenhaus, 1985; Lupker & Williams, 1989; Meyer, Schvaneveldt, & Ruddy, 1974; Radeau et al., 1995; Rouibah, Tiberghien, & Lupker, 1999; Shulman, Hornak, & Sanders, 1978; Slowiaczek, McQueen, Soltano, & Lynch, 2000; Slowiaczek, Nusbaum, & Pisoni, 1987) . However, some investigators have reported a lack of facilitation, or even inhibition, for targets sharing final features (Marslen-Wilson, Moss, & van Halen, 1996; Marslen-Wilson & Zwitserlood, 1989 ; R. C. Martin & Jensen, 1988; Sullivan & Riffel, 1999) . Both sets of findings have been invoked in accounts of the sequential leftto-right processing of phonemic and lexical information (Sevald & Dell, 1994) . Facilitation effects have also been proposed as an indication of the perceptual, prelexical representation of phonological units separate from processes of lexical access (Slowiaczek et al., 2000) .
Semantic and surface features have generally been studied separately, as it is difficult to equate stimuli across the different dimensions. One study that did examine the possible interaction of semantic and surface features was conducted by Rouibah et al. (1999) . Participants were shown a colored square, followed by a masked prime and a target in a particular color. The task was to decide whether the color of the target word was identical to the initial color patch. Faster responses were made when primes and targets were semantically similar or rhymed, compared with nonrhyming, semantically dissimilar controls, with the fastest responses generated by the combination of meaning and rhyme. These results illustrate how the combination of semantic and surface features may optimize lexical access. Evidence consistent with this view has also been obtained through the analysis of the speech errors of both normal speakers and aphasic patients (N. Martin, Gagnon, Schwartz, Dell, & Saffran, 1996) .
The preceding analysis suggests that it might be most informative to examine the joint effects of semantic and surface features in normal discourse, or at least in sentence contexts. Unfortunately, virtually all of the priming studies in the literature that have looked at surface-feature effects on word recognition have done so in simple word-pair tests. To the best of our knowledge, there is only one study in the word-recognition literature that has examined rhyme priming (a surface feature) in sentence contexts. Hudson and Tanenhaus (1985) investigated rhyme priming and how the strength of a rhyme prime may decay across intervening words. Participants listened to sentences followed by the visual presentation of a single target word for a lexical decision task. In half of the cases, the target rhymed with a prime word from the presented sentence, whereas in the other cases, the prime was a control word that did not rhyme with the target. Rhyming primes produced somewhat faster lexical decisions (significant by subjects but not by items). Pilot work in our laboratory, using procedures similar to those of Hudson and Tanenhaus, has also shown that lexical decision times are faster for target words preceded by a rhyming prime. Collectively, these results suggest that surface features play a role in word recognition under normal contextual conditions.
In the language production literature, there has been an ongoing debate about how and when phonological information might play a role in lexical access. There is a broad consensus that in order to produce a particular word, an initial specification of the word in terms of its semantic properties occurs early in processing. There is similar agreement that late in processing there is more activation of phonological information than semantic. Theories diverge, however, on the issue of the organization of the system. A serial stage view has been proposed by Levelt and his colleagues (e.g., Levelt, Roelofs, & Meyer, 1999; Levelt et al., 1991; Schriefers et al., 1990) . On this account, selection of a particular word (or "lemma") is based entirely on semantic and syntactic constraints. Phonological information only becomes available after the selection has taken place, when the selected lemma provides a path to the phonological representation. In contrast, interactive or cascade models (e.g., Dell, 1986; Harley, 1984; Rapp & Goldrick, 2000; Stemberger, 1985) allow partial activation of lemmas to send activation to the corresponding phonological representations, even before any single lemma is selected. In interactive models, the flow of activation is bidirectional, so that activation at the phonological level can feed back to influence lemma selection.
Much of the data bearing on this debate comes from two sources: an analysis of speech errors, and reaction time studies of picture naming. A critical question in the speech error literature is whether errors involving both semantic and phonological factors ("mixed errors") occur more often than would be expected by chance. For example, if a speaker says "rat" instead of "cat," the error shares both semantic and phonological properties with the correct word. Dell and Reich (1981; see also N. Martin, Saffran, & Dell, 1996) have shown that mixed errors do in fact occur more often than would be expected if semantics and surface features were processed independently. This result has been used to support interactive models, for which such mixed errors are expected. Levelt et al. (1999) have suggested that theories should not rely so heavily on cases in which the system fails, and they have argued that, with minor modifications, their serial model can accommodate the error data. They argue that their reaction time studies of picture naming (e.g., Schriefers et al., 1990) provide strong evidence for the serial model. The general form of these experiments involves presenting pictures to participants, who are asked to name each picture as quickly as they can. Various "probes" are presented just before, during, or after the picture. The critical probes are words that may share semantic or phonological properties with the picture (e.g., a picture of a sheep might have goat or sheet as probes). Schriefers et al. (1990) found that semantically related probes impair picture naming when the probes are presented early in the trial but not when they appear late in a trial. For phonological probes, the temporal pattern is reversed. This pattern of results has been replicated in several studies. Levelt et al. (1999) argued that this reaction time pattern is consistent with their serial model and inconsistent with interactive models. Moreover, their data do not come from cases of system failure (speech errors), and therefore may reflect the normal operation of the system.
The theoretical dispute remains unresolved at this point. Recent picture-naming studies by Peterson and Savoy (1998) and by Griffin and Bock (1998) have yielded results that seem problematic for the strict serial view. Peterson and Savoy demonstrated that multiple words can be activated by a picture (e.g., phonological codes for both couch and sofa were activated by a picture of such a piece of furniture). Griffin and Bock found underadditive effects on picture naming of a factor that should have affected the semantic stage (contextual constraint), and a factor that should have affected the phonological stage (word frequency). In a strict serial model, such effects should be additive. These recent findings may require some modifications of the serial model (e.g., Levelt et al., 1999 , discuss the impact of Peterson & Savoy's, 1998, data) , but the debate remains quite active.
The two experiments in the current study provide a new type of test of the models, one that meets Levelt et al.'s (1999) preference for nonerror-based data. Participants were given two-sentence contexts, and were asked to produce an appropriate completion. In some of the stimuli, a word within the context rhymed with a potential completion. We examined whether a word within the context would prime the phonological form of the production. For example, consider the following sentences: The man walked into the bank and slipped on some ice. He'd gone to deposit his payment and nearly broke his . Some possible completions for this item could be ankle, foot, or neck. However, if payment were changed to check, which is phonologically similar to the completion neck, would participants be more likely to select neck as a suitable completion? According to serial models of lexical completion, selection of a lexical item cannot be influenced by phonological information. Therefore, these models predict that there will be no effect of a rhyming word in the preceding context. In contrast, interactive models do allow activation flow from phonological representations to affect the activation of word nodes. Thus, a positive effect of rhyme primes would favor interactive models.
In Experiment 1, we looked for a role of surface features under conditions with minimal time pressure: Participants read twosentence scenarios with a word missing in the second sentence, and were asked to "fill in the blank." The critical comparison involves cases in which a plausible response rhymes with one of the preceding context words versus cases in which no plausible response rhymes with any of the context words. The use of twosentence stimulus items permits us to test whether any surfacefeature effects are reduced if a sentence boundary intervenes between the prime and the target words.
Experiment 2 is essentially an on-line, auditory version of our first experiment: The contexts were presented over headphones to the participants, who were asked to verbally complete them with the first word they thought of that fit the context. As in Experiment 1, the critical question is whether the presence of a word in the context enhances the accessibility of a rhyming word from the lexicon.
Experiment 1: Written Productions of Visual Sentence Completions
Our experiments examine whether the word an individual selects to complete a sentence can be influenced by the phonemic composition of preceding words. To test this, we presented participants with sentence pairs. In each sentence pair, one word was missing from the second sentence. Participants were asked to generate a single word (the target) to complete the sentence. In the experimental version of each sentence pair, the preceding context included a word (the prime) that rhymed with a potential response word (i.e., one that also semantically fit the sentence context). This rhyme prime was simply presented as part of the sentence; it was not specifically distinguished in any way. For example, one experimental item was "Joe opened the present and hoped he wouldn't get any clothes. He looked inside the box and found some ." For control versions, a roughly synonymous nonrhyme prime was presented in the same sentence location as the rhyme. The nonrhyme was selected so that it would not rhyme with a word that could fit the sentence context. The control item for the example just given was "Joe opened the present and hoped he wouldn't get any clothes. He looked inside the container and found some ." If both semantic and surface features influence the selection of a lexical item for sentence completions, then participants should produce more rhyming sentence completions after reading sentences containing rhyme primes (in this example, socks) than after reading sentences containing nonrhyme primes.
In addition, we sought to examine whether syntactic factors can modulate the influence of surface features on lexical selection. Hudson and Tanenhaus (1985) examined this issue by varying whether their rhyming prime occurred in the clause immediately preceding the test word, or one clause earlier. They found no effect of this factor on a lexical decision judgment. We used a stronger manipulation, made possible by our use of two-sentence stimuli. Our contrast was between primes occurring in the same sentence as the target, and primes occurring before the sentential boundary. Critically, we kept the prime-target separation (in number of words) equal in the two cases. Our expectation was that if rhyme primes affect lexical selection, then those occurring within the same sentence should elicit more rhyme productions than those occurring in separate sentences.
Method
Participants. Eighty-eight Stony Brook undergraduates participated in this study for class credit. All participants were native speakers of English.
Materials and design. We wrote 32 sets of sentence pairs describing short scenarios (see the Appendix for examples), with each pair containing a blank. There were four versions of each pair, representing the crossing of the rhyming (rhyme or nonrhyme prime) and sentence (within-sentence or between-sentence) factors. In rhyme-prime versions of each pair, an earlier priming word rhymed with a potential sentence completion; in nonrhymeprime versions, this word did not rhyme with a potential completion. For each sentence pair, we constructed versions in which the prime and blank were located either within the same sentence (within-sentence), or in two separate sentences (between-sentences). As shown in the Appendix, we equated the distance of the prime to the blank across the two sentence conditions by shifting phrases in the sentences. The shifting of these sentences maintained propositional continuity across both versions of each item.
We also included 68 filler items in the experiment. Each filler item was a sentence pair containing a blank in a randomly selected position of the sentence. The filler items were the same across all versions of the experiment.
We placed one of the four versions of each pair (Rhyme Prime vs. Nonrhyme Prime ϫ Within-Sentence vs. Between-Sentences) onto one of four questionnaires, in a counterbalanced fashion. Each participant therefore read 100 sentence pairs-8 sentence pairs containing a rhyme prime within sentence, 8 sentence pairs containing a rhyme prime between sentences, 8 sentence pairs containing a nonrhyme prime within sentence, 8 sentence pairs containing a nonrhyme prime between sentences, and 68 filler items. Thus, only 16% of the sentence pairs contained a rhyme prime, and, of course, none of these items actually presented the rhyme targets. These conditions ensured that participants would remain unaware of the true purpose of the experiment. We printed 10 pairs of sentences per page on each questionnaire, and we placed the 10 pages of the questionnaire in a different random order for each participant.
Procedure. Participants were asked to read each sentence pair and provide a single word in the blank space that would best complete the sentence. The instructions for the questionnaire gave an example of a sentence pair: "We decided to get some fast food for dinner. McDonald's was only 5 minutes away, and I was in the mood for a ." Following this pair were several possible completions provided as examples: hamburger or snack or milkshake, etc. The instructions also gave examples of completions that were inappropriate because they were longer than one word, such as french fries or chicken sandwich. The instructions read, "Please remember to fill in each blank with only one word."
Results and Discussion
For the 32 experimental items, we coded the responses as either rhymes or nonrhymes on the basis of whether they rhymed with the potential rhyme prime. There were no missing experimental items; all 88 participants provided a single-word sentence completion for all experimental items. The number of rhyme responses was submitted to a two-factor analysis of variance (Rhyme/Nonrhyme Prime ϫ Within-Sentence/Between-Sentences Structure).
The central question of Experiment 1 is whether participants produced more rhyming completions after reading the rhymeprime versions than after having read the nonrhyme-prime versions. To address this question, we carried out analyses with both participants (F 1 ) and items (F 2 ) as random variables. As shown in Table 1 , participants did indeed produce more rhymes following a rhyme prime (M ϭ 29.8%) than following a nonrhyme prime (M ϭ 20.1%), F 1 (1, 87) ϭ 38.92, MSE ϭ 1.35, p Ͻ .01; F 2 (1, 31) ϭ 25.23, MSE ϭ 5.15, p Ͻ .01. The 20% report of rhyming targets in nonrhyme stimuli provides an index of the extent to which the contexts alone predicted the rhyme target word. The presence of a word sharing surface features with the target produced a 50% increase in report of the rhyme target over this baseline.
Given this demonstration of the role of phonological factors in lexical access, we may ask if the effect is likelier to occur when the rhyme and target are within the same major syntactic unit. If so, we should observe an interaction of rhyme condition with sentence condition: Between-vs. within-sentence conditions should not matter when a rhyme is not present, but it should influence productions when there is a rhyme prime. This is exactly what was found. Participants produced more rhymes in the within-sentence rhyme-prime condition (M ϭ 32%) than in the between-sentences rhyme case (M ϭ 27.5%), with a small reversal of this trend in the nonrhyme case, F 1 (1, 87) ϭ 4.51, MSE ϭ 1.33, p Ͻ .05; F 2 (1, 31) ϭ 6.19, MSE ϭ 3.03, p Ͻ .05. There was no main effect of sentence condition (both F 1 and F 2 Ͻ 1).
We evaluated whether orthographic factors might play a mediating role in the selection of a sentence completion through a post hoc analysis. In Experiment 1, 24 items matched orthographically (e.g., right-night) and 8 items did not (e.g., box-socks). We took the 8 nonmatching orthographic items (tail-whale, spear-deer, money-funny, gate-eight, box-socks, stoop-soup, sweater-better, hole-coal) , and paired them with 8 orthographically matching items (wife-knife, groan-loan, mitten-kitten, dirt-shirt, apesgrapes, eat-meat, candle-handle, jail-mail) . We paired items on the basis of similar word lengths, frequencies, and the number of phonemic units differentiating between the rhyme prime and target.
The analysis compared items in terms of two factors: prime (rhyme vs. nonrhyme) and orthography (matched vs. nonmatched), collapsing across the sentence factor. The only significant factor was rhyme. Participants were more likely to produce a rhyme completion after reading a rhyme prime (M ϭ 32.4%) than after reading a nonrhyme prime (M ϭ 22.9%), regardless of orthographic similarity, F 1 (1, 87) ϭ 15.47, MSE ϭ 0.424, p Ͻ .01; F 2 (1, 14) ϭ 13.14, MSE ϭ 4.72, p Ͻ .01. Neither the main effect of orthography nor its interaction with rhyme was significant (all Fs Ͻ 1). These data suggest that orthographic features did not play an important role in the selection of sentence completions.
The results of Experiment 1 demonstrate that individuals will generate sentence completions that rely on both the semantic and surface features of preceding text. These results are as predicted by interactive models of word production. However, the results in hand do not allow us to make claims concerning the on-line nature of these productions, as participants worked their way through the questionnaires at their own pace. Experiment 2 provides a more on-line test of the theories.
Experiment 2: Verbal Productions of Auditory Sentence Completions
Our second experiment was designed to examine whether the moment-by-moment selection and production of a lexical item is influenced by both the semantic and surface features of preceding utterances. Whereas in Experiment 1 we examined lexical access with an off-line questionnaire using visual stimuli, in Experiment 2 we examined word generation following purely auditory stimuli. The design of Experiment 2 allowed us to evaluate two important issues concerning the influence of rhyme on lexical access. First, this experiment tests whether participants will produce rhyme completions under conditions involving time pressure. Experiment 2 is thus a better approximation to normal speech production and less open to strategic effects. Second, a purely auditory experiment provides relatively strong assurances that any surfacefeature effects are speech based rather than some reading artifact (e.g., orthographic overlap).
We recorded the within-sentence versions of the sentence pairs used in Experiment 1, and presented these to the participants over headphones. The last word of the second sentence was omitted. Participants were asked to provide a final word to complete the sentences as quickly as possible. Participants were instructed to say the final word into a microphone that was interfaced to a voice key and a tape recorder. As in the first experiment, there were two versions of the sentence pairs. For the experimental items, a preceding prime rhymed with a word that suitably completed the second sentence. For the control items, a prime was presented in the same location as the rhyme prime, but this prime did not rhyme with a word that would appropriately complete the second sentence.
The main prediction of Experiment 2 is that participants should be more likely to produce rhyming completions for sentences containing rhyme primes than for sentences containing nonrhyme primes. In addition, we expect that participants will be faster to produce the rhyme completions for sentences containing a rhyme prime. In these cases, the selection of a completion is constrained by both the context of the sentence and the activated surface features of a previously presented word, raising the activation level of words from which a completion will be selected and produced (Dell, 1986; Stemberger, 1985) . Data in this pattern would provide support for interactive models of lexical access.
Method
Participants. Sixty-one Stony Brook undergraduates participated in this study for class credit. All participants were native speakers of English. One participant's data were eliminated because of a failure to follow experimental instructions.
Materials and design. A male speaker digitally recorded the stimuli on a Pentium II 450 computer. The microphone's output was amplified, digitized at 10 kHz, and low pass filtered at 4.8 kHz. The sentence pairs were edited using a digital waveform editor and stored as individual stimulus files on the computer for playback during the experiment.
We used the within-sentence versions of the 32 sentence pairs from Experiment 1. To increase our corpus of stimuli, we added 4 new sentence pairs, written in a similar format to the original items, yielding a total of 36 sentence pairs. There were two versions of each pair, differing only in the preceding prime. In rhyme-prime versions of the pairs, the prime rhymed with a final target word that could also fit the sentence context; in nonrhyme-prime versions, the prime did not rhyme with a potential completion.
We also used 64 of the original 68 filler sentence pairs from Experiment 1. Each filler item was a sentence pair with the final word removed from the second sentence. The filler items were the same across both versions of the experiment.
We placed one of the two versions of each pair (rhyme prime vs. nonrhyme prime) into one of two sound files. Each participant therefore heard 100 sentence pairs-18 sentence pairs containing a rhyme prime, 18 sentence pairs containing a nonrhyme prime, and 64 control sentence pairs. Only 18% of the items in each version contained a (potential) rhyme prime, ensuring that participants would be unaware of the purpose of the experiment. Sentence pairs were presented in random order, with the constraint that the first 8 sentence pairs that participants heard were treated as practice trials; these were always filler items.
The presentation of stimuli was controlled by the Pentium II 450 computer. Stimuli were presented over a pair of Radio Shack headphones. Productions and reaction times were collected using a headphone-mounted microphone connected to a voice key interfaced with the computer. Each sentence pair and the participant's response were recorded on the two tracks of a tape, using a Yamaha K-520 cassette recorder, for later analysis.
Procedure. Participants began with eight practice items to become familiar with the procedure. Each sentence pair was presented over the headphones, one sentence followed by the other. The instructions read, "You are going to hear each pair of sentences through the headphones. The last word in the second sentence will be missing. That will be your cue to say a word that you think best fits the sentence. We would like you to say the word as quickly as you can, and make sure that it fits the sentence." Participants were not given an overt cue to produce the final word, but if they were listening appropriately to each sentence, it was clear when they should provide a sentence completion. Participants were given 3 s to produce a response, after which a new item was presented, even if no response was made. Table 2 presents mean response times and raw production totals for Experiment 2. For the response time analysis, we eliminated data falling three standard deviations above the mean. We also eliminated any responses that included coughs, stutters, and false starts preceding the productions. This resulted in a loss of 5.8% of the response time data. Except for one item from 1 participant, all 60 participants provided a completion for all 36 experimental items.
Results and Discussion
Experiment 2 is essentially an on-line version of Experiment 1. Recall that in Experiment 1, participants were asked to "fill in the blank" in printed two-sentence scenarios. In phonemically neutral contexts, they produced the target rhyming words 20.1% of the time. When the context included an embedded rhyme prime, this lexical choice rose to 29.8% of the responses. The results in Experiments 2's purely auditory, time-pressured trials were quite similar: Participants were more likely to produce a rhyming response following a rhyme prime (23.4%) than following a nonrhyme prime (17.4%), F 1 (1, 58) ϭ 9.26, MSE ϭ 3.57, p Ͻ .01; F 2 (1, 34) ϭ 7.87, MSE ϭ 4.95, p Ͻ .05. These data provide further support for the view that both the semantic and surface features of language are important in lexical access, as predicted by interactive models (Dell, 1986; Harley, 1984; Stemberger, 1985) .
We also analyzed the amount of time it took participants to produce each word response. We predicted that participants would be faster to produce completions for rhyme-prime versions of the sentences. Overall, participants were faster to produce rhyming responses than nonrhyming responses, significant by subjects but not by items, F 1 (1, 56) ϭ 29.13, MSE ϭ 57,260, p Ͻ .01; F 2 (1, 23) ϭ 0.74, MSE ϭ 84,627, p Ͼ .10.
1 Neither the main effect of prime nor the interaction of Prime ϫ Production Type was significant (all Fs Ͻ 1). To further evaluate this effect, we conducted planned comparisons using paired sample t tests (Bonferroni corrected) to examine participants' rhyme productions. First, we evaluated the differences in production latencies only for cases in which participants produced a rhyme completion. There were no significant differences in production times following the auditory presentation of a rhyme prime compared with a nonrhyme prime, t(56) ϭ 0.37, p ϭ .72. Next, we evaluated production latencies 1 The design of Experiment 2 necessarily produced quite unequal numbers of observations in each of the four conditions (Rhyme vs. Nonrhyme Prime ϫ Rhyme vs. Nonrhyme Production). In fact, in many cases, the number of rhyming responses for a given participant was very small. This situation was much more severe for individual items, as items will generally be much more idiosyncratic than subjects. As a result, there were both many cells with missing observations and very high variances, particularly for the item analyses. Thus, the relatively unstable item analyses are not all surprising. following the presentation of only rhyme primes. In this condition, participants were faster to produce rhymes (879 ms) than nonrhymes (1,008 ms), t(58) ϭ 3.83, p Ͻ .01. Overall, participants did not demonstrate a difference in production latencies for generating rhyming completions following either a rhyme prime or a nonrhyme prime. However, when participants were presented with a sentence containing a rhyme prime, they were faster to produce a rhyme completion than a nonrhyme completion.
General Discussion
The goal of these experiments was to examine the role of surface features in lexical access. In particular, we were interested in evaluating how these surface features might interact with the semantic features of language. Our experiments were based on semantic and phonological priming studies of word recognition, and by the debate in the word-production literature regarding the presence or absence of interactive processing. We examined these effects in sentence contexts, for instances involving written and verbal productions, and for cases within both the visual and auditory modalities. Participants in Experiment 1 produced written sentence completions that were influenced by both the semantic and phonological features of recently presented text. In Experiment 2, consistent with the findings from Experiment 1, participants produced verbal sentence completions that shared phonological features with preceding words. Participants were also faster to produce those completions than to produce completions that did not share phonological features. These results support the view that in reasonably rich contexts, both the semantic appropriateness and the surface characteristics of language influence lexical access. Our results suggest that speakers and readers are routinely sensitive not only to the meaning of words but also to the surface structure of those words when accessing lexical representations.
Our results are consistent with the view that surface effects may be partially dependent on the proximity of a prime to a target word (Hudson & Tanenhaus, 1985) . However, this distance effect appears to be modulated by the presence of a major syntactic boundary between the prime and target. As demonstrated in Experiment 1, participants were more likely to produce a sentence completion sharing surface features with an earlier prime if the prime and target were within the same sentence, rather than in successive sentences. Critically, the number of intervening words was held constant for each version of the item. Radeau et al. (1995) demonstrated that in single-word priming, the facilitative effect of rhyming primes weakened as the interstimulus interval between prime and target increased. Taken together, the data suggest that phonological effects on lexical access diminish with both time and with intervening syntactic boundaries.
Some researchers have argued that rhyme-priming effects may be the result of biases towards producing rhymes that can develop during an ongoing experimental experience (Goldinger 1999; Goldinger et al., 1992 ; see also Hamburger & Slowiaczek, 1999) . According to this view, participants may begin to develop expectancies over the course of an experimental session, resulting in strategies that may increase or decrease rhyme productions. We designed our experiments to decrease the possibility that participants were explicitly attempting to produce rhymes. Overall, the total number of items in each experiment that contained a rhyme prime was held at either 16% (Experiment 1) or 18% (Experiment 2). In addition, participants were asked to complete sentences with any word they wished that made sense. Therefore, participants were not given any indication that they were expected to produce a rhyme, and were unlikely to develop a consistent strategy for producing rhymes given the low number of critical items. In fact, in Experiment 1, only 4.8% of the trials involved rhyming responses; in Experiment 2, this value was 3.6%. Such low percentages make it extremely unlikely that participants would have noticed the rhyming manipulation. We also made sure that the experiments did not contain rhymes in the instructions, and practice items were explicitly designed to not include possible rhyming completions or targets. Explicit reports obtained from the participants during debriefing sessions suggested that none became aware of the goals of the study. When asked, participants reported that they believed the experiment was designed to test overall comprehension ability or creativity.
It thus seems safe to conclude that word production really is influenced by the current state of activation within phonological representations-this is not some strategic bias effect. Moreover, our results do not reflect cases of system failure, a criticism that Levelt et al. (1999) have leveled at studies based on speech errors. Instead, our data show that people are more likely to produce words that share phonological features with recently activated words and that they accomplish lexical access more quickly when there is such preexisting phonological activation.
Clearly, our results are supportive of interactive models of word production (Dell, 1986; Harley, 1984; Rapp & Goldrick, 2000; Stemberger, 1985) and are problematic for serial models (Levelt et al., 1999; Schriefers et al., 1990) . It should be noted that proponents on both sides of this debate have acknowledged the desirability of finding some middle ground. For example, Levelt et al. (1991) considered whether there might be some advantage to an interactive system, and suggested that such a system might make sense if it subserved both word production and word perception. This suggestion seems germane to the testing conditions of the current study: Participants read (Experiment 1) or heard (Experiment 2) context sentences, and then produced a contextually appropriate word. The observed phonological priming was therefore a case of a perceived word influencing the lexical access of another word being produced.
Leading proponents of the interactive view have also seen the virtue of a system with a largely serial architecture. For example, Dell and O'Seaghdha (1991) suggested that the system may be "globally modular but locally interactive" (p. 604). This framing concedes that the overall structure of the system should follow the ordering of processes laid out by Levelt and his colleagues (conceptual specification and syntactic constraints lead to lemma selection, followed by phonological specification). However, this view also maintains that within this generally serial architecture, information can flow bidirectionally. Dell and O'Seaghdha's (1991) suggestion is strikingly similar to one offered on completely independent grounds by Samuel (1996) . Samuel's analysis was based on the large spoken word recognition literature that has been concerned with the same issue that has been debated in language production: Is the system interactive, or is it serial? In this literature, interactive models are often called "topdown," whereas serial ones are often called "bottom-up" or "autonomous." Interactivity in this domain is demonstrated by cases in which lexical activation affects the perception of phonetic input.
Samuel's conclusion about such influences was that "the effects are real, but fragile" (p. 49). In both perception and production, it seems that the dominant effects in lexical access can be captured by serial models, but more subtle effects seem to require an interactive component.
We began this article by suggesting that the primary purpose of language is to convey information from a speaker to a listener. The results of our experiments indicate that the choice of words used to convey this information depends on a lexical access process that is influenced by a combination of form and meaning. Perhaps the "special" examples of language that we began with, such as poetry, are in fact a natural consequence of this property of lexical access. If so, then poetry, puns, and other forms of wordplay should not be viewed as exceptions to normal language use. Indeed, they may provide useful insights into the organization and operation of human language (Treiman, 1985; Treiman, Fowler, Gross, Berch, & Weatherston, 1995) .
